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Introduction

GameFi or game finance is the fastest growing trend right now in blockchain 
industry. It is indeed fueling cryptocurrency to be adopted by the masses. 
Many gamers, casual or competitive, are playing games and not being able 
to benefit from it financially. Thanks blockchain technology, today gamers 
can now earn while they play. Not only that, they can buy characters or in-
game items and be kept in their crypto wallets as NFT or Non-Fungible 
Token. They can either collect it, trade, or use for blockchain gaming. 

Many projects right now are adopting to this trend. Although not many 
develop quality products or games, especially for casual gamers.

FupsPlay was built to offer all kinds of gamers, fun and easy to play games 
which they will be able to earn $FUPS tokens while they are having fun 
playing.

FupsPlay

FupsPlay is a fun and rewarding #GameFi platform for blockchain
enthusiasts and gamers of every kind. Our aim is to make a change in the
#GameFi space by bringing you fun and easy to play casual games so that all
kinds of players may join, have fun and earn. We will contribute to crypto
mass adoption as there’s a majority of casual gamers out there who play
games without being rewarded. Not only that, we will keep on developing
games of different genre to encourage all to experience #GameFi as it
should be. By joining our community and playing, you’ll not only earn
$FUPS in your wallet, but you will also contribute to end world hunger as
we allocate portion of our earnings to feed hungry children and pups
charity.



What the Fups

We work with dedicated developers and artists to bring you the
most engaging games. We will feature variety of games from
platformer, multiplayer shooter, RPG, turn-based, fantasy and
adventure games. We offer the most versatile #GameFi platform
that would interest all gamers globally. One thing our games will
have in common is uniting our community as one and creating a
healthy competition at the same time. Stay tuned for our game
announcements and launch dates via our Telegram chat &
Announcements channel, Twitter and other socials.

We believe Tournaments and Esports are crucial for future growth
in #GameFi and we will keep our community thrilled with our
regular community tournaments and challenges where growing
your skills and competitive nature will give you huge rewards and
the ‘Champion’s Crown’.



NFupT

Our NFT marketplace will be a key part of FupsPlay #GameFi
platform, where you will be able to not only buy your favorite
FUPS characters as NFT, but you’ll also be able to use them to
play in-game.

There will be ordinary, rare, epic and legendary items available
in NFupT which will enhance gaming experience for all. Do not
forget to use $FUPS to shop in NFupT to receive a whopping
20% discount! Lastly, as our commitment to our chosen path,
portion of NFupT game marketplace generated fees will go to
feeding the hungry children and puppies charity.



FUPS Token Utility 

FUPS is a BEP-20 token that is deflationary, auto-yield generating, 
autoallocating to charity, marketing & bonus and auto-pooling to liquidity. 
We’ve chosen to build on Binance Smart Chain for fast and affordable 
transactions. 

FUPS will be the main token in FupsPlay GameFi and NFupT. 
Hodl $FUPS to play your favorite game in FupsPlay. Buy using $FUPS and get 
a whopping 20% discount in FupsPlay NFupTs. Buy your favorite character or 
any in-game items to enhance your gaming experience. Earn $FUPS while 
having fun. While you are enjoying, you also help feed the hungry children 
and puppies. How cool is that?!

To know more about the other uses of $FUPS token and its detailed 
tokenomics, please visit:

https://feedpups.com/

Direct link to Fupspaper:
https://secureservercdn.net/160.153.137.14/94b.52f.myftpupload.com/wp-
content/uploads/2021/08/Fupspaper-v1.3.pdf


